A parallel algorithm for finding a maximal independent set in hypergraphs has been a longstanding algorithmic challenge, dating back nearly 30 years to a survey of Karp & Ramachandran (1990) . Despite its apparent simplicity, there have been no general sub-polynomial-time algorithms or hardness reductions. The best parallel algorithm for hypergraphs of fixed rank r was developed by Beame & Luby (1990) and Kelsen (1992) , running in time roughly (log n) r! . This is in RNC for fixed r, but is still quite expensive.
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r+3 using m O (1) processors. This requires derandomizing a concentration inequality for polynomials, which is much more technically involved than for sums of independent variables.
Our analysis can also apply when r is slowly growing; using this in conjunction with a strategy of Bercea et al. (2015) gives a deterministic algorithm running in time exp(O(log m/ log log m)). This is faster than the algorithm of Bercea et al, and in addition it is deterministic. In particular, this is sub-polynomial time for graphs with m ≤ n o(log log n) edges.
Introduction
Let G = (V, E) be a hypergraph of rank r on n vertices and m hyper-edges (i.e. each hyper-edge has cardinality at most r). An independent set of G is a subset I ⊆ V such that I ∩ e = e for all edges e ∈ E; a maximal independent set (MIS) is a set I which is independent, but I ∪ {v} is not independent for v ∈ V − I. It is trivial to find an MIS by a sequential algorithm. It is more difficult to find such an MIS in parallel. For ordinary graphs (with r = 2), the problem of finding an MIS is a fundamental problem in distributed/parallel computing. There is a long record of research into this problem, with efficient algorithms RNC and NC dating back to work of Luby [12] .
For hypergraphs the problem is much more challenging and poorly understood. The hypergraph MIS problem has long been recognized as an open challenge problem, going back nearly 30 years to the survey of Karp & Ramachandran [7] . Despite its superficial simplicity, and the fact that it has a trivial sequential algorithm, and the fact that it is so similar to the well-understood graph MIS problem, there have been no general parallel algorithms (NC or RNC). On the other hand there have been no hardness results for this problem either.
In [8] , Karp et al. gave an algorithm in time roughly √ n; this remains the best time complexity of any general algorithm. A variety of special cases of hypergraphs have more efficient algorithms: in [13] , Luczak & Szymanska gave an RNC algorithm for linear hypergraphs, in [17] , Syoudai & Miyano gave an RNC algorithm for hypergraphs with bounded vertex-degree, and in [6] , Garrido, Kelsen, & Lingas gave an NC algorithm for hypergraphs of bounded arboricity. More relevant for our paper, in [2] Beame & Luby gave an RNC algorithm for hypergraphs with maximum rank r = 3. This randomized algorithm of [2] was extended by Kelsen [9] to cover any fixed value of r, giving an overall running time of roughly ≈ c r (log n) r! and processor count poly(m, n). In [3] , Bercea et al. improved this analysis slightly, giving a run-time of (log n) 1 2 (r+1)!+O (1) , removing the condition that r is constant. Bercea et al. used this a subroutine for an algorithm for hypergraphs with few edges, running in time n o(1) as long as m < n o( log log n log log log n ) .
Along similar lines, Kutten et al. [11] used the algorithm of Kelsen to obtain a distributed algorithms for hypergraph MIS, in roughly the same running time.
Deterministic algorithms. Obtaining deterministic parallel algorithms has proven much more challenging. In [5] , a NC algorithm was proposed for hypergraphs of maximum rank 3; this method however could not generalize to arbitrary values of r. There have been no deterministic algorithms given running in polylogarithmic (or even sub-polynomial) time using polynomial processors, even for the case of constant r > 3.
In [9] , Kelsen discussed how to derandomize the RNC algorithm. The key to this is to to derandomize certain concentration inequalities for low-degree polynomials. Kelsen used a relatively straightforward method for this: instead of drawing the marking vector from a fully-independent probability space, he drew it from a k-wise-independent probability space. When k = O(1), this space has polynomial size, and so can be exhaustively searched using a polynomial processor count. However, this leads to relatively weak concentration bounds, and so the resulting algorithm runs (for any constant r and ǫ > 0) in n ǫ time and n O(1) processors. When k ≥ Ω( log n log log n ), the algorithm runs in (log n) O(1) time, but requires super-polynomial processor count.
Using this as a subroutine, Bercea et al. gave an algorithm running in time n O(ǫ) and n O(1) processors for graphs with m ≤ n O(1) edges.
There has been intensive research in derandomizing sums of independent random variables (aka linear polynomials), and a vast variety of tools have been developed. The probabilistic frameworks behind concentration inequalities for linear and higher-degree polynomials are similar. Yet, there are multiple and severe technical obstacles to extending derandomizing methods to these higherdegree polynomials. We are not aware of any constructions or algorithms for which polynomial concentration inequalities have deterministic counterparts.
Our contributions
In Section 2, we give a (slightly modified) form of Kelsen's randomized algorithm, and show a much improved bound on its running time. Namely, we show the following: Theorem 1.1. There is a randomized parallel algorithm, running in (log n) 2 r +O(1) time and O(n + m log n) processors with high probability, to produce a MIS of a hypergraph of maximum rank r.
We have thus reduced the exponent from approximately r! to 2 r . There are two main ingredients to this improvement. First, a key technical tool of Kelsen was a concentration inequality for a polynomial applied to independent random variables. This tool was effectively invented by Kelsen to analyze the hypergraph MIS algorithm, but it has since become a major area of research in its own right with many other applications to combinatorics and algorithms. We use a newer analysis by Schudy & Sviridenko [15] , obtaining much tighter bounds.
Second, we give an alternate measure of degree, and a new potential function for measuring the algorithm's progress. This new potential function is defined in terms of a single scalar value, which is used globally to bound the degrees throughout the graph. In addition to leading to better running time, this new potential function substantially simplifies the analyis of [2] and [9] , which used multiple, interlocking potential functions. 1 Our second major contribution is to derandomize this algorithm:
There is a deterministic algorithm, running in time (log n) 2 r+3 +O(1) and using (mn) O(1) processors, to produce a MIS of a hypergraph of maximum rank r.
This gives for the first time an NC algorithm when r is fixed. Furthermore, the exponent in the running time roughly matches the randomized algorithm while the exponent for the processor count is truly constant, not depending on r.
The technical core of Theorem 1.2 (discussed in Section 5) is a method for derandomizing concentration bounds for polynomials. This is based on finding an appropriate potential function to serve as a pessimistic estimator for the bad event that the polynomial deviates significantly from its mean. There are a number of severe technical hurdles to directly translating the the concentration bounds of [15] (which are based on central moments) into potential functions.
First, these central moments require a high degree of independence among the relevant random variables, which in turn requires that the underlying probability spaces have super-polynomial size. Second, the moments of the polynomials cannot be efficiently computed; this is a significant difference compared to sums of independent random variables whose moments can be computed using a dynamic program.
Finally, the concentration inequalities all require bounding the expected partial derivatives of the polynomials. Our algorithm is gradually fixing the bits of the marking vector, so that the expected partial derivatives are also slowly changing. We need to ensure that the expected partial derivatives do not become too large during this process. Thus, in parallel to maintaing concentration bounds for the polynomial of interest, we are forced to maintain concentration bounds for all its derivatives. Each of these concentration bounds incurs a small error term, and these errors are all compounded. Keeping track of all these concentrations (in a mutually dependent way) is the most technically challenging part of our derandomization.
These concentration inequalities for polynomials have become a useful tool for randomized algorithms and probabilistic combinatorics; we hope that our derandomization method can turn them into a useful tool for deterministic algorithms as well.
In Section 7, we leverage Theorems 1.1, 1.2 to give new parallel algorithms for sparse graphs, improving on the algorithm of [3] :
There is a randomized algorithm time find an MIS of a hypergraph in exp(O( log m log log m + log log n)) expected time and O(n + m log n) processors. There is a deterministic algorithm to find an MIS of a hypergraph in exp(O( log m log log m + log log n)) time and (mn) O(1) processors.
The randomized algorithm
x Our algorithm is based on successively building up an independent set I using following basic subroutine introduced by Beame & Luby:
Mark each vertex with probability p independently.
3:
If an edge is fully marked, unmark all its vertices.
4:
Let K denote the vertices which remain marked. Update I ← I ∪ K.
5:
For each edge e of G, replace e with e − K
6:
For each vertex v ∈ K, create a new singleton edge {v} in G.
7:
If there are edges e, e ′ , with e e ′ , remove e ′ .
Here, p ∈ [0, 1] is an arbitrary parameter. Note that this procedure gradually builds up an independent set I and reduces the graph G to be the residual graph given that I is committed to be part of the final MIS. Step (7) is worth special explanation; if the graph G ever contains nested edges e e ′ , then e ′ is redundant: as long as the independent set does not contain e, it will automatically not contain e ′ . Thus, we may remove e ′ from the residual graph without loss of information. This apparently inconsequential step turns out to be crucial to the algorithm.
We refer to a hypergraph with the property that there are no nested edges as reduced. The output of the MARK subroutine is always a reduced hypergraph.
One key definition for our hypergraphs will be the neighborhood.
Definition 2.1 (Neighborhood of a set X). For each X ⊆ V , with 0 < |X| < r, and each integer j ≥ 0, we define the j-neighborhood of X as
Note that X is not necessarily itself an edge of G, and indeed N 0 (X) = 1 if X ∈ E and N 0 (X) = 0 otherwise.
Suppose that we have constructed an MIS I. In this case, the residual graph G must consist solely of singleton edges, and cannot contain the empty edge. In that case, we have N j (X) = ∅ for all X = ∅, j > 0.
In analyzing a round of MARK(G, p), there are two events which play a critical role. For any vertex v, we define C(v) to be the event that v is initially marked at a single iteration (i.e. after step (1)). More generally, if Z is a set of vertices we define C(Z) = v∈Z C(v). For any set Z ⊆ V , we define the event A(Z) (and say that Z is selected) if all the vertices of Z remain marked after step (2) , and all go into the new independent set.
Multiple rounds of MARK
As in [2] and [9] , we will track the degree of the hypergraph through multiple rounds of MARK. We will show that, after approximately (log n) 2 r steps of this algorithm, the "normalized degree" of the graph (defined in an appropriate way), has been reduced by a constant factor. After a further O(log n) applications we reduce the graph to singletons, thus completing our MIS.
The key to the analysis is defining the proper measure of graph degree. We do so in terms of a single scalar parameter v and the following definition: Definition 2.2 (v-constrained hypergraph). Given a hypergraph G and a real number v ≥ 0, we say that G is v-constrained if we have the following bounds: for each X ⊆ V with 0 < |X| < r and each integer j ≥ 1, we have
where we define f (j) = 2 j − 3.
If G is v-constrained, then its "maximum normalized degree" is (in a sense) at most v. This is the sole way in which we (indirectly) measure the degree of the hypergraph during the evolution of our algorithm. Now, suppose we are given a v-constrained input graph G. We consider the following multi-step process, which we refer to as REDUCE.
Algorithm 2 The REDUCE process
1: function REDUCE(G, v) ⊲ Input: a v-constrained hypergraph G of maximum rank r
2:
Let G 0 ← G.
3:
for t = 1, . . . , T = (log n) 2 r : do 4:
We can briefly describe the intuition behind our definition of degree, and its role in understanding the REDUCE process. This REDUCE process repeatedly applies marks each vertex independently with probability p = 1/v. Consider some subset of vertices X ⊆ V , and observe that the expected number of j-edges containing X that are fully marked, conditional on that X is marked, will be N j (X)p j . By ensuring that N j (X) ≈ v j , this is (vp) j ≈ 1; thus, this quantity is bounded (in expectation) irrespective of j. The additional factor (log n) −f (j+|X|) accounts for concentration losses.
We show that the degrees may slightly increase in the first few time steps before quickly decreasing thereafter. More formally, we show that G t remains 2v-constrained for the full T timesteps, and that at the end of the process G T is 0.99v-constrained. A simple recursion on v then completes the overall algorithm.
For any event E, we say that E occurs with very low probability (abbreviated wvlp) if there is some c > 0 such that P (E) < exp(−c(log n) 1.01 ). In particular, the parameter c may depend on E; we often write this (slightly abusing notation) as P (E) < exp(−Ω(log n) 1.01 ). We say that an event E occurs with very high probability (wvhp) if ¬E occurs wvlp.
We shall adopt the following proof-strategy throughout this section; we define certain probabilistic events, and show that they occur wvhp. This probability is large enough that we can take a union bound over large collections of bad-events, and show that wvhp no bad event occurs. We then show that, if no bad event occurs, then G T is 0.99v-constrained wvhp.
We will study REDUCE in Sections 2.2 -2.4. We will assume throughout that the input graph is v-constrained and p is fixed to p = 1/v. Also, we use N t j (X) to denote the value of N j (X) inside the graph G t . As our goal is to show a running time of roughly (log n) 2 r , we assume throughout these sections that n is larger than any specified constant and that 2 r < log n log log n (We use log x throughout this paper to refer to the natural logarithm and exp(x) to refer to exponentiation with base e = 2.718....) In particular, r ≤ O(log log n). If these assumptions are false then developing an algorithm becomes trivial.
Edge migration
The main factor which makes REDUCE difficult to analyze is the fact that, unlike in the case of ordinary graphs, the (normalized) degrees do not decrease monotonically. For some X ⊆ V and e ∈ N k (X), we say that X migrates to N j (X) if vertices of e are added to the independent set, such that X is reduced to an edge of rank j + |X| which includes X. We let M t j,k (X) denote the number of edges migrating from N k (X) to N j (X) at time t.
This type of migration is the only way in which N j (X) can increase; aside from this, N j (X) always decreases. Thus, it holds that
The original analysis of Kelsen was based on showing concentration for the random variable M t j,k . Since that paper (and partly as a result of that paper), the topic of concentration bounds for polynomials has received much more attention. A series of works [19] , [18] , [10] , [15] have given improved bounds, which are now simpler and tighter than Kelsen's. We use in particular a bound due to Schudy & Sviridenko [15] , which we state in a form specialized to Bernoulli random variables: Theorem 2.3 ( [15] ). Suppose that S(x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a degree-q polynomial and X 1 , . . . , X n are independent random variables which are drawn as Bernoulli-p i . We can expand S as a sum over monomials as
For i = 0, . . . , q let us define
where R ≥ 1 is some universal constant.
Using this result, we show a bound on the edge-migration phenomenon in any time-step. Proposition 2.4. Suppose that G t is 2v-constrained, and let X ⊆ V with |X| = x and 0 < x < r.
Proof. Suppose that e ⊇ X and |e| = k + x. A necessary condition for e to migrate down to N j (X) is for C(Z) to occur for some Z ⊆ e − X with |Z| = k − j. Thus, if we define
then S is an upper bound on M t j,k (X). Further, each term C t (Z) in S is a monomial in the marking vector values. Thus S is a polynomial applied to independent Bernoulli variables. We can show a wvhp bound on the size of S using Theorem 2.3; see Appendix A for more detail.
Proposition 2.5. Suppose G t is 2v-constrained. Let X ⊆ V with |X| = x and 0 < x < r, and let j < r. Then wvhp
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.4 and sum over k > j; see Appendix A for more detail.
The collapse phenomenon
The step in which the graph G is reduced (i.e., nested edges are removed), is crucial to analyzing the evolution of edge degrees. Given some X ⊆ V , we say that X collapses if there is some edge e ⊇ X for which all the vertices in e − X are added to the MIS in a single stage. If this occurs, then the residual graph contains X as an edge, or some subset Y ⊆ X as an edge. In either case, no edge strictly containing X remains in the residual graph, and thus N j (X) = ∅ for all subsequent times.
Since much of this analysis is nearly identical to Beame & Luby [2] , with slightly different parameters, we defer some proofs to Appendix A. Proposition 2.6. Suppose that G is 2v-constrained and reduced. For any X ⊆ V and any k > 1,
Proposition 2.7. Wvhp, the following two conditions do not hold simultaneously for any nonempty X ⊆ V and any positive integers τ, γ, k satisfying τ γv −k > (log n) 1.01 and any integer t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − τ }:
Proof. Let us fix X ⊆ V, t, τ, γ, k. We may assume that |X| < r, 1 ≤ k ≤ r, 0 ≤ τ ≤ T , and γ ≤ n r as otherwise this statement is vacuously true.
Observe that a necessary condition for this to occur is that X does not collapse in any time in the range t, . . . , t + τ − 1, as otherwise we would have |N t+τ k (X)| = 0. Let i be in the range t, . . . , t + τ − 1. If G i is 2v-constrained and |N k (X)| > γ in G i then (conditional on all prior state), the probability that X collapses is at least Ω(uv −k ) by Proposition 2.6. Thus, multiplying the probabilities from i = t, . . . , t + τ − 1, we have the total probability that X fails to collapse at these times is at most
Next, we take a union bound over X ⊆ V and τ, γ, k, t. We have that t is an integer in the range 0, . . . , T and T = (log n) 2 r ≤ n. There are at most n r choices for X with |X| ≤ r, and this is at most n O(log log n) ≤ exp(O(log n log log n)). Similarly, there are at most n r ≤ exp(O(log n log log n)) choices for γ and poly(n) choices for k, τ . In all, the total number of possible values over which we must take a union bound is at most exp(O(log n log log n)). Thus, wvhp, these conditions hold for all such X, τ, γ, k, t.
We have seen two phenomena which can change the size of N j (X): first, if N j (X) is large, then it will eventually collapse. On the other hand, there could be migration into N j (X) from N k (X) for k > j; this causes |N j (X)| to slowly increase. There are other factors which can cause the size of N j (X) to decrease (for example, if edges in N j (X) migrate to N i (X) for i < j), but these two processes are the most significant.
The collapse phenomenon is more powerful than the migration phenomenon; in any given timestep, the average change in N j (X) due to collapse is larger than the average change in N j (X) due to edge-migration. However, the change due to collapse is not concentrated -it is an all-ornothing phenomenon. By contrast, the change due to edge-migration is concentrated. Hence, we cannot say that N j (X) steadily decreases in size. Rather, it may slowly increase for a while, before eventually it collapses to size zero.
We next analyze the balance between these two phenomena. We show first that they are roughly in equilibrium: this means that N j (X) never increases very much beyond its initial size. We then show that eventually, the first process dominates and N j (X) must shrink.
Proof. For any X ⊆ V and any integer j = 1, . . . , r, define the event B(X, j, t) as follows:
Suppose that G T is not 2v-constrained. Then, let t ≤ T be chosen minimal such that G t is not 2v-constrained, and let j, X be chosen to witness this such that |N t j (X)| > (2v) j (log n) −f (j+x) . Then this implies that event B(X, j, t) has occurred. Thus, if we can show that none of the events B(X, j, t) occur, then this implies that G T is 2v-constrained.
Let us fix X, j, t with |X| = x and consider the probability of the event B(X, j, t). In order for this to occur, the graphs G 1 , . . . , G t−1 must be 2v-constrained and so by Proposition 2.5 wvhp the maximum increase in the size of N j (X) at such times is v j (log n) 1.02−f (j+1+x) .
Let τ = (log n) f (j+x+1)−f (j+x)−1.02 . We first suppose that t < τ . In this case, the initial size of N j (X) is v j (log n) −f (j+x) by hypothesis, and so at time t we have
and so the event B(X, j, t) does not occur.
, then for i = t, . . . , t − τ we must have:
So G 1 , . . . , G t−1 are 2v-constrained, and |N i j (X)| ≥ v j (log n) −f (j+x) for i in this range. We now apply Proposition 2.7 with γ = ⌈v j (log n) −f (j+x) ⌉. Observe that we have
and so this event occurs wvlp. We have thus seen that, barring wvlp events, the event B(X, j, t) does not occur. This implies that B(X, j, t) occurs wvlp. Taking a union bound over X, j, t we see that wvhp none of the events B(X, j, t) occur, and so G T is 2v-constrained.
Remark on our choice for the function f (j). In light of Proposition 2.8, we can discuss our choice for the function f (j) used to define the overall potential function. We see that in this proof, in order to use Proposition 2.7, we need the bound
whence we derive that for any integer l ≥ 2 we must satisfy f (l) ≥ 2f (l − 1) + 2.03. So f (l) must be roughly of size 2 l . Our choice of f (l) = 2 l − 3 satisfies this, as well as a few other boundary conditions that we need elsewhere.
Proof. Consider some X ⊆ V with |X| = x for 0 < x < r, and some integer j > 1. We show that wvhp we have |N
By Proposition 2.8, wvhp the graphs G 1 , . . . , G T are all 2v-constrained; thus by Proposition 2.5,
for i = T, . . . , T − s. But we now apply Proposition 2.7 with γ = ⌈1/2(0.99v) j (log n) −f (j+x) ⌉; we have here
which satisfies the requirements of that proposition. Thus, the event has |N T j (X)| > (0.99v) j (log n) −f (j+x) has very low probability. The claim follows taking a union bound over X, j.
Putting it together: producing the full MIS
So far, we have studied multiple applications of the MARK subroutine, where p is fixed to 1/v. In order to obtain the full MIS algorithm, we must let p change slowly over time. Let v 0 = n × (log n) 2 r 3:
There is a randomized parallel algorithm, running in expected time (log n) 2 r +O (1) and O(n + m log n) processors, to produce a MIS.
Proof. We show this only for the case where 2 r < log n log log n and n is larger than any needed constant; otherwise we may simply use the sequential algorithm. We claim that at the end of FIND-MIS, the residual graph is empty.
Observe that the initial graph G is v 0 -constrained. For, we clearly must have
Next, using Theorem 2.9, we observe that for each iteration i, the graph just before the call to
Hence, at the final stage, G is 1-constrained wvhp. But, this implies that for any X ⊆ V with X = ∅ and j > 0 we have
Thus N j (X) = ∅ for all X ⊆ V , which implies the residual graph G is the isolated graph (consisting solely of singletons).
As shown in [3] , each step of the algorithm can be implemented in (log mn) O(1) time and O(n + m log n) processors. As m ≤ n r , we see that log m ≤ r log n ≤ O(log log n × log n), giving us the desired run-time.
Distributed algorithms
In [11] , a number of distributed algorithms were given for hypergraph MIS. (The definition of the distributed model of computing for hypergraphs is not as formalized as for graphs; these issues are elucidated more in [11] .) These use the algorithm of Kelsen as a core subroutine. However, there is a complication they encounter, which stems from a slight difference between our algorithm and Kelsen's. In Kelsen's original algorithm, one repeatedly runs MARK(G, p), where p is a function of the maximum degree of the current residual graph G. This is a global statistic, and so it cannot be computed easily in a distributed (local) algorithm.
To solve this problem, [11] develops a complex partitioning scheme; the overall hypergraph is decomposed into a polylogarithmic number of subgraphs, each of which has polylogarithmic diameter. Within each component, global statistics such as maximum degree can be computed easily.
We note that in our algorithm, the probability p depends solely on n, r and the number of timesteps since the algorithm has begun. If n, r are known in advance, then one can easily simulate each step of our algorithm using O(1) distributed rounds, giving an overall round complexity of (log n) 2 r +O(1) . This is a much simpler algorithm than that of [11] .
If r is not known in advance, then this still presents no obstacle. Let A r denote the algorithm run for a given value of r; then simply run A 1 , A 2 , . . . , in sequence. The overall runtime before the algorithm terminates with an MIS is then r i=1 (log n) 2 i +O(1) ≤ (log n) 2 r +O(1) .
Derandomizing the algorithm
We now turn to derandomizing our MIS algorithm, specifically the REDUCE process. We suppose that we are given a v-constrained graph G 0 . We then proceed through T rounds, forming marking vector C t (1), . . . , C t (n) at each stage; these marking vectors are used to select vertices to enter into the IS. This marking vector plays the same role as in the random algorithm, except that we must now select it in a deterministic fashion.
In order to achieve a greater degree of independence, we do not select the marking vector C all at once. Rather, we build the marking vector C through s stages (where 2 −s = p ≈ 1/v). In each stage i = 1, . . . , s, we select a bit-vector B t,i (1), . . . , B t,i (n). At the end of these stages we set
Our derandomization is based on conditional expectations. We define a series of potential functions Φ t,i , where Φ t,i is meant to represent (an approximation to) the probability that some bad-event occurs, if the bits B 1,1 , B 1,2 , . . . , B t,1 , . . . , B t,i are fixed to some arbitrary value and the remaining bits B t,i+1 , . . . , B T,s are drawn independently. At each stage, we select a value for B t,i in order to minimize the potential function. See Algorithm 4.
For each time t and stage i we define B ≤(t,i) to be the vector of bits
Each function Φ t,i is a function of the bit-vector B ≤(t,i) . We note that B ≤(t,s) = B ≤(t+1,0) .
Algorithm 4
The deterministic version of the REDUCE algorithm.
2:
Set s = ⌈log 2 v⌉ 4:
In parallel, search over all possible b ∈ Ω.
7:
Select the valueb such that Φ t,i+1 ( B (t,i) ,b ) is minimized.
8:
Set B t,i+i =b 9:
If an edge of G t−1 is fully marked, unmark all its vertices.
11:
12:
For each edge e of G, replace e with e − K in G t
13:
For each vertex v ∈ K, create a new singleton edge {v} in G t .
14:
If there are edges e, e ′ , with e e ′ , remove e ′ from G t .
We make a few notes about this algorithm. Here, the bit-vectors B t,i are drawn from a set Ω. The set Ω should also be thought of as a probability distribution (with the uniform measure on its elements); this probability distribution Ω obeys certain approximate independence conditions but has polynomial size (as compared to the fully-independent probability space which would have size 2 n )
The potential functions Φ will be formed as a sum of a large number of individual terms index as Φ j , which we refer to as potential summands. Each Φ j is a family of functions Φ t,i j . These potential summands will satisfy the following conditions:
(P1) The total number of potential summands is less than m 100 .
(P2) Each potential summand Φ j can be computed in parallel using m O(1) processors and (log m) O(1) time.
(P3) For each j we have Φ 0,0 j ≤ m −100 (P4) Suppose we condition on the full state of the system just before round t and stage i + 1. Then
Each summand is meant to represent the conditional probability of a certain bad-event. Property (P4) in this context is simply the law of iterated expectations. Conditions (P1) and (P2) ensure that DET-REDUCE can be implemented in m O(1) processors and (log m) O(1) time.
Conditions (P1) and (P3) ensure that Φ 0,0 < 1. An induction using (P4) ensures that Φ t,i < 1 for all t = 1, . . . , T and i = 1, . . . , s. Thus, at the end of this process, have Φ T,s < 1; this in turn will easily allow us to show that G T is 0.99v-constrained.
There are three types of summands, which we denote by (S1), (S2), (S3). They require a lot of notation to define, so we will not describe them initially but rather as they are needed. The total number of potential summands can be bounded in a very elementary way (it does not depend on the evolution of this algorithm in any non-trivial way), and it will be easy to show that (P1) holds. However we will defer doing so until much later in the proof. Until that point, we will assume that (P1) holds; we do not state this assumption explicitly.
The probability space Ω
The probability space Ω is a subset of {0, 1} n . It can be thought of as a finite multi-set, and it can also be thought of a probability distribution on {0, 1} n (namely, each ω ∈ Ω is selected with probability 1/|Ω|.)
We require two types of randomness properties from Ω. The first is an approximate independence condition on Θ(log m)-tuples, and the second is an exact independence condition on certain edge subsets.
(Q1) For any integer w with 0 ≤ w ≤ L (where L = L 0 log m and L 0 is some large constant), and any indices 1 ≤ i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i w ≤ n, and any y ∈ {0, 1} w , we have
(Q2) For any pair of edges e, e ′ and any X ⊆ e ∪ e ′ , we have
As shown in [14] , probability spaces exist satisfying (Q1) (they are referred to, in that context, as ǫ-approximate L-wise independent, for ǫ = 2 −L−1 ), and the size of these spaces can be bounded as 2 L+log(1/ǫ)+log log n = m O(1) .
For (Q2), observe that there are at most (m2 r ) 2 ≤ m 3 independence conditions (one for each subset X), each of which in turn spans 2r ≤ O(log m) bits. Hence, an algorithm of [16] can produce a space satisfying (Q2) which has also size m O(1) .
Thus, there exist spaces Ω 1 , Ω 2 satisfying (Q1), (Q2) respectively. The space
satisfies both of these conditions simultaneously (here ⊕ denotes the bitwise vector addition), and also has size m O(1) .
Assumptions on the sizes of the parameters
For our deterministic algorithm, we assume that m ≥ n and that 2 r ≤ log n log log n . We also assume throughout that m, n are larger than any specified constant. The deterministic algorithm is not able to maintain quite as strong concentration as the randomized one. We correspondingly slightly change our definition for the degree constraints:
where we define g(l) = 2 l+2 − 9.
In analyzing the REDUCE-DET process, we assume that the input graph G
Overall proof strategy
In order to show that DET-REDUCE achieves its objective, we will prove by induction on t, i the following two conditions hold:
Conditions (P1), (P3) ensures that (I2) holds at t = 0, thus the base case for the induction holds. To show that (I2) holds for the induction step, we note that (P4) ensures that there exists some setting for the bit-vector B t,i+1 such that Φ t,i+1 ≤ Φ t,i . Since the algorithm searches the entire space Ω and minimizes Φ t,i+1 , we have that Φ t,i+1 ≤ Φ t,i . By induction hypothesis, Φ t,i < 1 and hence Φ t,i+1 < 1 as desired.
Because of our induction hypothesis, we note that it is not necessary to show that property (P4) holds for an arbitrary setting of the bits B ≤(t,i) . Rather, in proving that (P4) holds, we may assume that (I1), (I2) are satisfied up to stage t, i; namely, that we have Φ t,i < 1 and G 1 , . . . , G t are 2v-d-constrained. That is, instead of showing property (P4), it will suffice to show the weaker property (P4'):
(P4') Suppose we condition on the full state of the system just before round t and stage i + 1.
Suppose that these bits B ≤(t,i) satisfy the conditions that G 1 , . . . , G t are 2v-d-constrained and that Φ t,i < 1. Then
Sections 5 and 6 are devoted to showing this induction proof. Thus, in these sections, whenever we analyze the REDUCE-DET process at a given time t, i we will always assume that (I1), (I2) hold up to and including time t, i. This assumption will not be stated explicitly.
Concentration bounds for polynomials via non-central moments
The key to analyzing this deterministic algorithm is to show that migration M t j,k (X) is concentrated. We ensure this by derandomizing concentration inequalities for polynomials. For this purpose, the bounds used in Section 2.2, which are derived from [15] , are not usable. The problem is that depend on the central moments of the underlying Bernoulli random variables; these central moments may be highly distorted in an approximately-independent probability space.
Our first task is thus to derive new concentration bounds based on non-central moments, which are useful even for probability spaces (such as Ω) with approximate independence. Unlike [15] , we will not attempt to derive a general bound which applies to many different types of polynomials whose underlying variables may come from a broad class of distributions; we will focus on simpler polynomials of the form
where Z 1 , . . . , Z k are (not necessarily distinct) subsets of [n], and X 1 , k . . . , X n are iid Bernoulli-p. This limited result will suffice for our MIS algorithm.
We define [n] q to be the set of q-element subsets of [n] , that is
q . For each integer i = 0, . . . , r define
Then, for any integer w ≥ 0 and real number p ≥ 0, we have that
Proof. Note that µ 0 = k. We prove this by induction on w. When w = 0, then (1) is vacuously true (as both LHS and RHS are equal to 1). So we move to show the induction step.
For w > 0, consider the LHS sum in (1); suppose we have fixed i 1 , . . . , i w−1 and we wish to complete the sum over i w . Let A = Z i 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Z i w−1 . For any choice of index i w , we have
Now observe that |A| ≤ q(w − 1). Also, for any l = 0, . . . , q, there are at most |A| l µ l indices i such that |Z i ∩ A| = l. Thus, we can write
and thus 
Then if X 1 , . . . , X n are drawn as independent Bernoulli-p random variables
Proof. We expand the sum as:
and now apply Proposition 4.1.
q ; let µ i also be defined as in Proposition 4.1. Define the polynomial
Suppose that X 1 , . . . , X n are Bernoulli random variables which satisfy an approximate wq-wise independence condition; namely that for any s ≤ wq and any indices i 1 , . . . , i s we have
Proof. This is the same as Proposition 4.2 with p = 1/2, using the approximate independence condition instead of pure independence.
Edge migration for the deterministic algorithm
The key to analyzing this deterministic algorithm is to show a concentration phenomenon for the edge migration M t j,k . We will construct a family of sets Z 1 , . . . , Z r and a polynomial S(x 1 , . . . , x n ) = r i=1 l∈Z i
x l such that S(C t ) upper bounds M t j,k . We also create a potential function which is essentially a pessimistic estimator for the event that S(C t ) is much larger than its expectation. This pessimistic estimator can then be used, via the method of conditional expectations, to deterministically avoid the unlikely bad event that M t j,k is large. This approach is similar to, and inspired by, a method of Alon & Srinivasan [1] , in which a concentration inequality for sums of independent random variables was derandomized by using a probability space which had approximate independence for Θ(log n) variables. Following their approach, the most natural choice for our potential function would be the conditional expectation of S(C t ), given that certain bits B t,1 , . . . , B t,i are fixed and the remaining bits B t,i+1 , . . . , B t,s are independent Bernoulli-1/2.
There is one minor technical detail to keep in mind here, which also appears in the work of Alon & Srinivisan: since the probability space Ω only has an approximate independence condition, we cannot guarantee that this potential function decreases at each stage. It may slowly increase, by a factor of (1 + ǫ) at each stage. This can be easily handled by using instead the potential function
where the expectation is taken assuming B t,1 , . . . , B t,i are fixed and B t,i+1 , . . . , B t,s are independent Bernoulli-1/2. However, there are two severe technical roadblocks we encounter trying to adapt the technique of Alon & Srinivasan to higher-degree polynomials, which are fundamentally different than anything that occurs for sums of independent random variables.
The first roadbloack is that in order to turn the method of conditional expectations into an efficient algorithm, we must be able to exactly compute the potential function -an upper bound on the potential function is not enough. In this case, we would need to computing the expectation of S(C t ) w , when certain bits of B t have been fixed. When we fix bits of B t in this manner, some values of C t are forced to be zero while others remain iid Bernoulli-p ′ . The expectation S(x) w can then be written as a sum over w-tuples of the monomials of S, i.e.
When S is a linear polynomial, (and all its underlying sets Z are singletons), these w-tuples have a simple form: we either have Z i = Z j or Z i ∩ Z j = ∅. As a result, (2) can be algebraically factored into sums of symmetric polynomials, and can be computed exactly using a dynamic program. But when S is a higher-degree polynomial, the interaction-patterns between the sets Z i , Z j becomes more complex, and there is no obvious shortcut to computing (2) other than enumerating over all w-tuples i 1 , . . . , i w ; this would require r w processors, which is super-polynomial.
Instead, when we derive our potential function, we make the following approximation: suppose that the sets Z 1 , . . . , Z r are "mostly" disjoint. In this case, for most w-tuples i 1 , . . . , i w we have
wq and hence we should expect
Our potential function will thus be based on (E[S(X)] + u) w , where u is a small correction terms which upper-bounds the relatively few cases in which the sets Z i 1 , . . . , Z iw are not disjoint. This potential function should be an adequate first-order approximation to E[S(X) w ].
The second, and related, technical roadblock is much more difficult. The bounds we have derived in Section 4 are all phrased in terms of the (expected) partial derivatives of the polynomial S. This is absolutely critical in order to achieve good concentration. However, the REDUCE-DET process gradually fixes the bit-levels of the underlying variables B. This process means that the partial derivatives of the polynomial S are also changing. We must ensure that the conditional expectation of the partial derivatives of S is changing at approximately the correct rate in order to keep pace with the changing expectation of S itself. Thus, in parallel to showing concentration bounds for the polynomial S, we are forced to show concentration bounds for all of its partial derivatives. These are all mutually interdependent (and at each stage we incur some loss compared to the mean) leading to a complicated recursive formula.
We note that these two hurdles are fundamentally new phenomena which are not present for linear polynomials; deriving appropriate potential functions to handle these requires numerous technical modifications and complications compared to the relatively clean approach of Alon & Srinivasan.
Notation
For the remainder of this section, we suppose that G t is 2v-d-constrained at some time t. Let us fix some X ⊆ V with |X| = x and 0 < x < r, and let us fix integers k > j ≥ 1. We define q = k − j. We will introduce a series of potential summands which will collectively guarantee that M t j,k is of order roughly v j (log m) −g(k+x) . We suppose throughout this section that t, X, j, k and are all fixed, so we omit writing them to avoid cluttering notation.
We now define the multi-set F as follows: each Z ⊆ V − X with |Z| = q goes into F with multiplicity N t j (X ∪ Z). Intuitively, we form F by taking each Y ∈ N t k (X) and placing into F all the q-elements subsets of Y .
For each i = 0, . . . , s we define the multi-set
Again, we note that F i is a multi-set; the multiplicity of a given Z ∈ F i is either zero or the multiplicity of Z in F . Note that F = F 0 and that |F s | is an upper bound on the total number of edges migrating from N t k (X) into N t+1 j (X). For each 0 = 1, . . . , s and each Y ⊆ V − X we define the multi-set
Bounding the sizes of H i will play crucial roles in the analysis.
Proof. We have:
as G t is 2v-d-constrained and y < k
as 2 k ≤ 2 r ≤ log m log log m We now introduce the potential summands (S1); for each Y ⊆ V with |Y | = y < q we define a summand Ψ Y,t,k,j,X as follows:
where w = ⌈ 1000 log m q ⌉. It is clear that (S1) satisfies (P2), (P3). We must only show that it satisfies property (P4'). This holds vacuously for times l < t. Also, we observe that Ψ 
for m sufficiently large
We next show property (P4') for i > 0. We do so in two stages. 
Proof. As Φ t,i < 1, it must be the case that Ψ i Y < 1 as well. By definition of Ψ Y we have that
This implies that
+4(q−y)+1 < 1 and thus the claim follows.
Proposition 5.4. Let Y ⊆ V − X with |Y | = y < q. Suppose we fix all the bits B ≤(t,i) and we draw B t,i+1 from Ω. Then for any integer l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , w} we have
Proof. We apply Proposition 4. Thus, by Proposition 4.3, we have that
where µ b is defined as
For each b ≥ 1, substitute the bound (4) into (3); for b = 0, we do not make this substitution and leave µ 0 = |H i (Y )|. Factoring out common terms, and using the crude upper bound
The ratio between subsequent terms in this sum is 2 i+1−s wq(log m) −4 , which goes to zero as m → ∞ (recall that i < s and wq ≤ O(log m)). Thus, the overall sum q−y b=1 can be bounded by a constant times the summand at b = 1, namely
and hence
Proof. Suppose |Y | = y < q and let A = |H i (Y )|. We also define
Proposition 5.4 shows that, for any integer l ≤ w, we have
We may summarize this as follows: we have shown that
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that Γ w ≤ 2. Note now that both the numerator and denominator of Γ are linear functions of A, with the same coefficient (namely 2 −(s−i)(q−y) ). Thus Γ → 1 for A sufficiently large, and it suffices to show that Γ w ≤ 2 when A = 0. In that case, we have that
Proof. By our induction process, we maintain property (I2) up to stage t, s. By Proposition 5.3, this implies that
Theorem 5.7. Let |X| = x with 0 < x < r, and let j ≥ 1. Then
Proof. We use Corollary 5.6 and sum over k > j; thus the total migration into N j (X) is at most
Consider the ratio between the terms
Thus, this sum over k > j is at most twice its value at k = j + 1, namely
6 Edge-collapse in the deterministic algorithm
As in the randomized algorithm, we show that (by introducing appropriate potential summands) a collapse phenomenon occurs: if N j (X) is large for many consecutive time-steps, then X is likely to collapse forcing N j (X) = ∅. In order to ensure this, we define a pessimistic estimator for the (bad) event that that |N k (X)| is large for many consecutive time-steps. Specifically, we want to keep track of the bad-event that |N l k (X)| > γ for l in the range l = t − τ, . . . , t. This event is unlikely as long as τ and γ are sufficiently large.
These calculations are routine derandomizations of calculations for the randomized algorithm. They are also quite similar to calculations done by Kelsen in [9] . Thus, we defer some proofs to Appendix B. Then for any X ⊆ V and any integer k ≥ 1 and any t ∈ {τ, . . . , T }, one may define a family of functions φ = {φ l,i } (indexed by time and stage) with the following properties:
1. If φ l,i < 1 and l ≥ t, then |N u k (X)| ≤ γ for some u ∈ {t − τ, . . . , t}.
If φ is introduced as a potential summand then φ satisfies properties (P2), (P3), (P4')
Proof. See Appendix B.
We now introduce our second class of potential summands (S2): Let us define
We observe that
and thus by Proposition 6.1, we may introduce a corresponding potential summand for each t = τ 1 , . . . , T and each X ⊆ V .
Proposition 6.2. The induction condition (I1) holds; namely
Proof. Suppose that t is minimal such that X is not 2v-d-constrained for some |X| = x < r and j ≥ 1. By Theorem 5.7, the migration into N j (X) into any given timestep in the range 1, . . . , t − 1 is at most v j (log m) −g(x+j+1)+5.01 . Suppose that t ≤ τ 1 . Then
as desired. Suppose that t ≥ τ 1 . Then, again by Theorem 5.7, for any l in the range l = 0, . . . , (log m) −5.01+2 j+x+2 we must have |N
, it follows that
This potential summand (S2) ensures that it is impossible to have (6), a contradiction.
At this point (subject to our final condition (P1), which has not yet been shown), the induction hypothesis we have outlined earlier holds and hence (I1), (I2) hold for all t. We finally introduce our third summand (S3). Let us define
We apply Proposition 6.1 to introduce a corresponding summand for each X ⊆ V and t = T . This is valid because τ 2 ≤ T = (log m) 2 r+2 and because
Proof. Let X ⊆ V and |X| = x with 0 < x < r, and let j ≥ 1. Suppose that N T j (X) ≥ (0.99v) j (log m) −g (j+x) . Observe that G 1 , . . . , G T are all 2v-d-constrained by Proposition 6.2 and so by Theorem 5.7, for any l in the range l = 0, . . . , τ 2 we must have
Thus, in order to have |N T j (X)| > (0.99v) j (log m) −f (j+x) , we must have
By Proposition 6.1, this is prohibited by our summand (S3).
To finish the induction proof, we must check that (P1) is satisfied.
Proposition 6.4. The total number of potential summands introduced in this algorithm is less than m 100 .
Proof. There is a potential summand (S1) for each integers 1 ≤ j < k ≤ r, each X ⊆ V , each Y ⊆ X, and each integers t, i. There are O(log log m) choices for j, k and O(log m) choices for i. There are T = (log m) 2 r+2 choices for t; observe that (log m) 2 r ≤ n by our condition on r, so this is at most O(m 4 ) choices. There appear to be 3 n choices for X, Y , which would be exponential. However, observe that these summands are only non-trivial if X, Y are subsets of edges of the original input hypergraph G. There are m edges and each edge has at most 2 r ≤ O(log m) subsets, so in total the number of summands is at most O((m log m) 2 ).
In all, there are at most O(m 7 ) potential summands of type (S1). A similar argument applies to (S2), (S3).
Thus, we have shown condition (P1) as promised. Thus, Theorem 6.3 holds and G T is 0.99v-dconstrained.
Theorem 1.2.
Proof. If 2 r+2 > log n log log n , then we use the sequential algorithm. Otherwise, if m ≥ n, then we may immediately run the following pre-processing step: we mark a single vertex from each edge, and add all non-marked vertices to the independent set. This leaves m vertices in the residual graph. So for the remainder we may assume that m ≥ n.
We may now use the following algorithm:
Let v 0 = m 3 3:
We note that that in all our calls to REDUCE-DET, we have v ≤ v 0 ≤ m 3 , as assumed there. Next, we claim that that the initial graph G is v 0 -d-constrained. To see this, note that for any j ≥ 1 we have
. A simple induction now shows that the graph G is v 0 (0.99) i -d-constrained, and hence at the termination it is 1-dconstrained, which implies it must consist of singletons.
The overall running time is at most (log m) 2 r+2 +O (1) . But observe that log m ≤ r log n ≤ O(log log n) log n ≤ (log n) 2 . Hence (log m) 2 r+2 +O(1) ≤ (log n) 2 r+3 +O(1) .
Sparse graphs
In [3] , a parallel algorithm for hypergraph MIS was given for graphs with relatively few edges. This used the algorithm of [2] as a subroutine. We summarize the resulting algorithm (which is called SBL in [3] ) here:
while G is non-empty do
4:
5:
If an edge with more than r vertices is fully marked, unmark one arbitrary vertex.
6:
Let K denote the vertices which remain marked, and let H = G[K].
7:
Find a MIS of the hypergraph H, which has maximum rank r. Add it to I.
8:
Update G.
We now turn to derandomizing this algorithm. The key observation of [3] is that any marked vertex drops out of the residual graph. The expected number of marked vertices is at least np − mp r+1 (as each edge is marked with probability ≤ p r+1 , and a marked edge unmarks a single vertex). Hence, if n t denotes the number of vertices after t rounds of SBL, we have that
We may derandomize this as follows:
Proposition 7.1. Suppose m ≥ n. Given any integer r in the range 1 ≤ r ≤ (log m) O (1) there is a deterministic algorithm using log O(1) m time and m O(1) processors to produce a set of vertices X ⊆ V , such that no edge of cardinality greater than r is contained in X, and such that
Proof. Let p = (n/(2m)) 1/r ; this is a real number in the range [0, 1] for m ≥ n. We assume that p is a rational number whose denominator is 2 s where s ≤ polylog(m, n); if this is not the case, then approximating p by such a number incurs a negligible loss, which we ignore for simplicity. For each edge e of cardinality greater than r, let f e be an arbitrary selection of r+1 vertices from e. Now consider the following process: we put each vertex into Y with probability p independently; if f e ⊆ Y for any edge e, we remove one arbitrary vertex of f e from Y . We let X denote the resulting set. At the end of this process, no edge of cardinality greater than r is contained in X. Let us define the function
The expression S has a polynomial number of summands, each of which is a monomial involving independent Bernoulli variables. Hence, using the algorithm of [4] , there is a deterministic algorithm to find a set Y 0 with S(Y 0 ) ≥ E[S(Y )]. The resulting set X 0 achieves the stated result.
Thus, we may use Algorithm 7 to find the MIS.
Algorithm 7
The DSBL algorithm 1: function DSBL(G, r)
while For t = 1, 2, . . . , until G t is empty do
4:
Let n t be the number of vertices in the residual graph G t .
5:
Find a set of vertices X t according to Proposition 7.1, such that
Find a MIS of the hypergraph G t [X t ]. Add it to I
7:
Update G t+1 to be the residual graph after committing to I.
We observe that by Proposition 7.1, G t [X t ] has maximum rank r. Thus, we may find a MIS of G t [X t ] using Theorem 1.2. Proof. If n t ≥ 1, then we have
Thus, we can show by induction that that n t ≤ n exp(−Ω(t(2m) −1/r )). This implies that for t = Ω((log n)(2m) 1/r ) we have n t < 1 and hence n t = 0 and the algorithm has terminated.
Theorem 1.3. There is a randomized algorithm time find an MIS of a hypergraph in exp(O(
log m log log m + log log n)) expected time and O(n + m log n) processors. There is a deterministic algorithm to find an MIS of a hypergraph in exp(O( log m log log m + log log n)) time and (mn) O(1) processors.
Proof. First, observe that if m < n, then we may run the following simple pre-processing step: for each edge e ∈ G, mark one vertex arbitrarily from e. This can be done in time (log mn) O(1) . All unmarked vertices go into the independent set. Hence for the remainder of the proof we assume m ≥ n.
To obtain a randomized (respectively deterministic) algorithm, we apply the SBL (respectively DSBL) algorithm with r = log 2 log m (log log m)(log log n) − 3
We observe that for m ≥ n and m sufficiently large, we have r ≥ 1. We first calculate the number of iterations needed for DSBL; we then calculate the running time of each iteration. By Proposition 7.2, the total number of iterations is O(m 1/r log n). We bound m 1/r as
as desired. Also, by Proposition 7.1, it requires (log m) O(1) time to produce the set of marked vertices in each round of DSBL. The time required to find the MIS of G[X] is, by Theorem 1.2, at most (log n) 2 r+3 +O (1) . We may bound this as:
= exp(( log m (log log m)(log log n) log log n) + O(log log n))
≤ exp( log m log log m + O(log log n))
as desired. A similar bound holds for the SBL algorithm.
We observe that this improves over the result of [3] in two distinct ways: first, it is faster (by contrast, the algorithm of [3] would require running time on the order of exp( log m log log log m log log m )); second, it provides a deterministic algorithm. log log m + log log n)). It suffices to show that log m log log m = o(log n); that is, that lim n→∞ log m log log m log n = 0
Now let a > 0 be any constant; it suffices to show that log m log log m log n < a for n sufficiently large. As λ(n) → 0, we have m ≤ n a/2 log log n for n sufficiently large. (7) obviously holds when m is below any given constant, and for m greater than a constant we have that log m log log m ≤ a/2 log log n log n log(a/2)+log log log n+log log n . As n → ∞, this approaches to a/2; in particular it is below a for n sufficiently large. This improves over [3] , which required m ≤ n λ(n) log log n log log log n to achieve a sub-polynomial running time.
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We wish to choose λ > 0 to satisfy Corollary A.1. Using (8) , this reduces to showing:
and clearly the they are all satisfied if we can satisfy the second condition at i = k − j. Thus wvhp
. Some easy calculations show that this implies that
for some constant c > 0.
Proof. Taking a union bound over all k = 1, . . . , r and applying Proposition 2.4, we see that wvhp
. Thus, we have the total increase in |N j (X)| is at most k>j b k , where
Now, consider the ratio between the successive terms b k ; we have
for n sufficiently large Thus, the overall sum of b k for k = j + 1, . . . , r is at most 2b j+1 , giving us
≤ O(log log n × log n log log n × v j (log n) 1.01−f (j+1+x) ) as 2 r ≤ log n log log n ≤ v j (log n)
for n sufficiently large Proposition A.2. Suppose G is 2v-constrained at some time t. Suppose X ⊆ V has |X| ≤ r and has the property that X does not contain any edge of H. Then
Proof. A sufficient condition for A(X) is that we do not have C(e) for any edge e intersecting X. Conditional on the event C(X), each such event C(e) has probability p |e−X| . Thus, by the union bound, P (¬A(X) | C(X)) ≤ For n sufficiently large, the terms 2 k (log n) 3−2 k+y decrease by a factor of 1/2 as k increases; thus, the overall summation over k ≥ 1 is at most twice the value of the summand at k = 1. This gives us:
≤ 2 × log n log log n × (log n) −1 as x ≤ r and 2 r ≤ log n log log n ≤ 0.01 for n sufficiently large Proposition 2.6. Suppose that G is 2v-constrained and reduced. For any X ⊆ V and any k > 1,
Proof. The set X collapses if there is some Y ∈ N k (X) with A(Y ). We use inclusion-exclusion to estimate this as:
We thus need to show a lower bound on P (A(Y )) and an upper bound on P (A(Z) | A(Y )). We do these as follows. First, P (C(Y )) = p Y = v −k . Also, for any Z ∈ N k (X), the fact that G is reduced implies that Z cannot contain any edges. So Proposition A.2 applies and so P (A(Y ) | C(Y )) ≥ 0.99. Thus pP (A(Y )) ≥ 0.99v −k for any Y ∈ N k (X).
Next, we compute the P (A(Z) | A(Y )) as: 
B Omitted proofs in Section 6
We begin by introducing a function h t (k, X), which serves as a pessimistic estimator for the event that X collapses at time t due to adding some Y ∈ N k (X) to the independent set. Then for any X ⊆ V and any integer k ≥ 1 and any t ∈ {τ, . . . , T }, one may define a family of functions φ = {φ l,i } (indexed by time and stage) with the following properties:
If φ is introduced as a potential summand then φ satisfies properties (P2), (P3), (P4')
Proof. Since k, X are fixed throughout this proof, we write h l instead of h l (k, X) to simplify the notation. Property (P2) follows from the fact that h and its expectations can be computed efficiently. To show Property (P3): we suppose that t > τ (the case when t = τ is nearly identical). Then: To show property (P4'), suppose we are stage l, i. If l < t − τ or l > t, then φ l,i+1 = φ l,i and so (P4') holds vacuously. If i < s − 1, then property (P4') again holds trivially by applying the law of iterated expectations to E[h l ]. Finally, property (P4') will hold vacuously if |N u k (X)| ≤ γ for any u = t − τ, . . . , l, so we may assume that |N u k (X)| > γ for all u in this range. So we need to show that (P4') holds at t − τ < l < t, i = s − 1 under the assumption that |N u k (X)| ≤ γ for u = t − τ, . . . , l. Let us define
The law of iterated expectations ensures that E B l,s ∼Ω [A] ≤ φ l,i . So it will suffice to show that φ l+1,0 ≤ A. Now observe that by our assumption that |N u k (X)| > γ for u = t − τ, . . . , l, we have that φ l+1,0 = 0 if |N and hence φ l+1,0 /A ≤ 1, as desired.
